ENVIRONMENT DAY 2014

1. JUNIOR AND PRIMARY KULETHI, STUDENTS WITH SLOGAN.
2. & 3. STUDENT CELEBRATE 5 JUNE ENVIRONMENT DAY 2014.
   (VOLUNTEER PRAKASHA PUNETHA)
4. IN SCHOOLS PLANTATION (HEAD TEACHER GEETA VEAMA AND
   VOLUNTEER VIBHA RASYARA)
School Chalo Rally 2014
1. J. Kulehti - School chalo Rally 2014
2. 3. Village Tarachod - School Chalo Rally
4. Village - Kulehti - School Chalo Rally
Medicine distribution program 2014
1- J. Kharkkariki Mohan Rasyara inform about medicine (In left – Mohan Rasyara, Head Teacher Rekha Joshi, Iswari Datt Panday)
2- J. Kharkkariki Iswari Datt Panday Parents Precedence (in left iswari Datt, Rekha Joshi)
3- P. Badola prents Precedence. In medicine distrubution. (in left - S.M.C Precedence and B.D Fulara)
4- Kulehti school Present Parents.
1. Kulethi Bag and copy distribution (Volunteer Prakash Punetha)
2. Junior & P. Kulethi The students and parents group photo after distribution.
3. In J. Dungrasethi Bag destitution with Teachers and parents. (in left - Prakash, Head Teacher Mr. Yasodhar Bhatt, Devan Singh)
4. In P. Dungrasethi Bag distribution with parents and volunteer. (in left - Head teacher Sasti Panday, Devan Singh, Deepak)
1. J. Dungrasethi interaction with parents (in cercal Deepak Tamta).
2. P. Dhakna fight with air experiment. (In cercal Deepak tamta and Chandramohan joshi)
3. J. Kharkkarki with the help of microscope looking deferent cell (In cercal Deepak tamta and Bhagwat choudhary)
4. 3. with the help of microscope looking deferent cell in J. kulethi, cell (In cercal Vibha Rasyara.)
1. L.A.S.R.C workshop (skeleton) (in left - Ashok, Prakash, Bhuwan, Bhagwat, Deepak and vibha)
2. L.A.S.R.C winter vacation teaching (in left Ashok, Prakash, Bhanu, Bhagwat, Shanti, Deepak)
3. L.A.S.R.C part of human body (Deepak Tamta)
4. L.A.S.R.C workshop (need of vitamins) (in left - Bhagwat, Mohan Rasyara)
1. J. Dungra Sethi Science workshop (Plants) (Rekha Adhikari)
2. J. Dungra Sethi Looking for a concave lance
3 and 4. J. Dungra Sethi students learn about leaf and cell with the help of microscope. All activity carried by Volunteer Deepak Tamta and Rekha Adhikari.
1. J. Kulethi pankaj joshi participated on Vigyan mahotsav in state level take certificate and medal (in left - Tanuja, Munni Adhikari, Pankaj joshi, Aasha pandy, Geeta verma, Kamini verma, Vibha).
2. J. Kulethi pankaj joshi participated on Vigyan mahotsav in state level take certificate and medal (in left - Deepak, vibha, pankaj, bhagwat and Mohan Rasyara).
3. In district level pankaj joshi parenting his project. In left - Pankaj Joshi (D.C Goad C.E.O, champawat).
4. Rohit kumar and his group (j. Kulethi) who participated on Ball vigyan congresh in state level take certificate and medal. In left - Bhagwat.
HIMWATS LIBRARY
STUDENTS READ BOOKS IN THE LIBRARY
Mr. Ramesh chandra arya (C.E.O) visit p.p kulethi, Himwats library.
In left – Mohan Rasyara Adviser Himwats, Mr Ramesh Chandra Arya (C.E.O, Champawat)
The villagers and other nearest students in Himawats library.
Winter and summer vacation Work (Preparation navodya test, National Talent search exam, science experiment, computer) (Volunteer Deepak Tamta)
CULTURAL PROGRAM BY J. KULEHTI AND P. KULETHI
1. KULETHI - 27-02-2014  CULTURAL PROGRAM (MR. KOTHARI,
MR. J.S. ADHIKARI, MR R.D JOSHI)
2. MR. B.D FULARA
3. MR. TIWARI JI, DR. H.D BISHT
4. MR. J.S ADHIKARI, MR. R.D JOSHI, MR. TIWARI
27-02-2014 Scholarship distribution

1. Mr. Jagdish Adhikari
2. Mr. Kothari
3. Mr. R.d Joshi and M.P Joshi
National science day program
(1- in G.G.I.C Champawat Hall -Deep Prajwalan (in left Dr. H.D bisht, Mr. Hemesh Kahrkwal M.L.A Champawat, Mr R.D Joshi)
2- in G.G.I.C Champawat Hall Science fair (Mr. M.P Joshi)
3- in G.G.I.C Champawat Hall SAVIDHYA magazine
4- in G.G.I.C Champawat Hall Best student award )
In G.G.I.C Champawat Hall - With the help of Projector, slide show conducted (Topic – Disaster management) & The SMRITI CHINH given by Himwats.

(photo 3- In left – Mr. R.D Joshi , B.D Suteri, Dr. H.D Bisht)
Photo 4- in left - G.G.I.C Champawat principal Nidhi Saxsena, G.B Rasyara, DR. H.D bisht and Mr. R.D Joshi.
Janmastmi fair in Dhakana. Music teacher participated and came 1st position. (Govt Teacher – Munni Adhikari, Volunteer Tanuja Head Teacher Asha Panday, Radha and Shanti)
5 students of P.P Kulethi Selected for Rajeev navodya school, champawat 2014

Neema, Raveena, Rasmi, Kamal, Priyanshu
2 students of P.P Kulethi Selected for jawahar navodya school, champawat 2014

1-Yogesh
2-Raveena
Participate in Rally and great achievement on District, state level.

(in left - Vibha, Ashok, Asha pandya, Geeta verma, Munni Adhikari, Shanti Joshi)
National talent search exam, 3 student selected of J. Kulehti, champawat

Rohit  Manoj  Mahendra
IN NATIONAL SCIENCE DAY 2015
A SCIENCE FAIR CONDUCTED IN S.R.C KULEHTI, ALL
VOLUNTEER AND GOVT. TEACHER, GUARDIAN APPRECIATED
SCIENCE MODAL, EXPERIMENT.
Winter work
All volunteer work in winter vacation. Extra classes in all Adopted schools. Volunteer do his time to select students in Navodya, N.T.S, and Science experiment.